CORRIGENDUM

TENDER NO: AIIMS/Pat/Tender/Ortho/ORT/2013 DATED: 10.09.2013


After pre-bid meeting on 18.09.2013 following corrigendum is issued:

1) Last date of tender submission will be 03/10/2013 instead of 25/09/2013
2) The product should be US – FDA / CE (European) approved
3) Electrohydraulic drive should be read as - electrohydraulic/ Power
4) During Operation the table should run on battery and main power connection should not be required
5) Under general instructional feature – the make of the base cover and override control should be read as – Glass fiber and or equivalent
6) Supporting bars for the seat section and back section, leg plate socket, joint covers and side rails made of Cromium nickel stell should be read as - stainless steel or stainless steel allow
7) Under general instructions – Leg plate should be read as divided leg plates two sections
8) Under general instructions – add-Hip section should be detachable and traction pivot should be central axis
9) Optional equipment with X-ray top for transverse insertion of X-ray film cassettes should be read as – Option of X ray top for transverse insertion of X-ray film cassettes
10) Electrical data – Power supply 100- 240 V AC should be read as – 220 – 240 V AC
11) Electrohydraulic adjustments via cable-connected hand control, IR hand control or override control panel should be read as – Electrohydraulic/ Power adjustments via cable-connected hand control or hand control or override control panel:
12) Height withought Padding 685 – 1100mm should be read as 650 – 1100mm
13) Maximum patient weight: In normal mode: 250 - 350 kg Should be read as - working capacity in all positions should be more than 300 Kg
14) In accessory point no 1(connecting bracket),2(standard holder),3(clamp adapter),4(skull clamp), 5(pins adults), 6(pins for children), 26(Mayfield Clamp), 27(Sugita Head Clamp), 28(Wilson Spinal Frame) – Are Optional accessories
15)point 10 fixtures for support should be read as – forearm support and arm support - one each
16) Point 12 lateral support should be read as Support for Anterior Superior Iliac Spine and for pubis
17) Point no 15 should be read as – counter traction for upper limb
18) Point no 22 should be read as leg plate pair with boots
19) Knee stabilizer is required as an accessory 2 piece
20) Leg holder for knee arthroscopy should be added as an accessory one piece
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